
Our growing company is looking for a reading. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for reading

Produce and maintain accurate and complete documentation
/correspondence in a compliant manner with timescales confirmed by
Divisional service level agreements (SLAs) for both new business and on-
going business requirements annual renewal/review
Respond to clients and sales executive/Consultant/Financial Planners queries
in a timely manner and accurately by using and amending standard letter,
writing clearly, concisely and professionally
To follow all processes and procedures – particularly that all business activity
is logged to ensure revenue is accurately recorded and documented
To ensure the efficient and accurate production of all reports and
correspondence to clients
To provide relevant information to the sales team to ensure sales
opportunities/menu sales are realised
Engagement with business experts to understand current business processes
and/or transitional and future requirements
Production of high/detailed level requirements and equivalent high/detailed
level business solution design documentation to ensure completeness and
coherence
Analysis of business issues and needs by using the appropriate business
analysis methodologies and techniques to elicit the real business need behind
problem statements and high level requirements
Ability to deal with Stakeholders of all levels and apply an appropriate level
of challenge to ensure positive outcome
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Qualifications for reading

Proven ability to coach and train team members
A relevant bachelor’s degree plus medical writing experience in a medical
communications agency, or equivalent combination of education, training and
experience
Minimum of three years of successful complex selling experience, with strong
emphasis on end user/commercial sales
Previous experience in a consultative Bed retail environment is advantageous
but not essential
Experience working for an IFA/Financial Adviser or platform provider
Experience using investment platforms such as Standard Life Wrap, Cofunds,
AJ Bell, AXA Elevate (essential)


